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ABSTRACT

Second-order vertex-centred finite volume (FV) methods are still the predominant technique used
in commercial and industrial computational fluid dynamics solvers. For steady problems, low-order
mesh generation and FV methods have achieved a level of maturity that enables their routine
application for problems of industrial interest involving complex geometries.

For simulating transient phenomena (e.g. manoeuvring, gust), low order methods are known to
introduce significant dissipation and dispersion errors. In such situations, a new refined mesh for
every transient simulation has to be regenerated.

In the two last decades, high-order methods have attracted significant attention due to the possi-
bility to decrease the number of degrees of freedom required to reach a prescribed level of accuracy,
when compared to low order methods. In some studies, the reduction in terms of computing time
has also been demonstrated [1]. Out of the many possible high-order methods available, the hy-
bridisable discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) [2, 3] is an attractive option due to the reduced number of
degrees of freedom, compared to other DG methods, and the ability to introduce the stabilisation
required in convection dominated flows [4].

One of the areas hampering the application of high-order methods to industrially relevant problems
is the need for robust curvilinear mesh generators, capable of producing high quality meshes for
complex geometries [5]. Despite some approaches are recently available [6], it seems that the
robustness of these techniques has not yet reached the level required by industry.

This work proposes a strong coupling of the vertex-centred FV method and the HDG method
for simulating unsteady flows on meshes designed for steady simulations [7]. Finite volumes are
employed in the vicinity of the aerodynamic shapes, where the mesh, initially designed for steady,
is able to provide the required accuracy. In the rest of the domain, where the mesh is too coarse
to capture the transient effects, the high-order HDG approach is employed. To ensure a good
representation of the solution in coarse elements, the degree of the approximation is adapted.

The proposed technique is first tested using two and three dimensional problems with analytical
solution, showing the optimal convergence properties of the proposed scheme. Its application to
problems involving rarefaction waves, contact discontinuities and shocks is also presented. This
example shows that the quality of the approximation is not dependent on the relative position of
the discontinuities and the interface between the FV and the HDG methods. Finally, the method
is applied to two and three dimensional problems involving the simulation of a time-harmonic gust
impinging on a wing and on a wing-tail configuration are presented.

As an example, figure 1 shows the results of a gust simulation with a wing-tail configuration
immersed in an inviscid transonic flow at free stream Mach number M∞ = 0.8. An unstructured
triangular mesh with 12,504 elements was generated, with localised mesh refinement around the
wing and tail. This mesh, suitable for a steady state simulation is then partitioned in two regions.
In the region where the elements are small enough to capture the gust perturbation, a standard
FV scheme is employed whereas in the rest of the domain an HDG approach is used. In the HDG
region, the degree of the approximation is adapted.
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Figure 1: Mach number distribution for the simulation of the wind gust impinging in a wing-tail configu-
ration after the time harmonic steady state is reached.

The results illustrate the substantial dissipation introduced by the FV scheme when the coarse
mesh, suitable for a steady state simulation, is used. Instead, the solution with the proposed HDG-
scheme is able to capture the perturbation of the velocity induced by the gust, not only impinging
in the aerofoil, but also arriving to the tail and interacting with the strong shocks on both the
aerofoil and the tail.
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